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Introduction 
There has been a persistent belief that Shakespeare was not the 

author of the plays and poetry attributed to him. Doubters have 
included Ralph Waldo Emerson, Henry James, Walt Whitman, Sir 
Derek Jacobi, Mark Rylance (actor and Founding Artistic Director of 
the Globe), Orson Welles, Samuel Clemens (Mark Twain), Supreme 
Court Justice Harry A. Blackmun, Otto von Bismarck, Charles De 
Gaulle, Benjamin Disraeli, John Galsworthy, James Joyce, Sir John 
Gielgud, U.S. Supreme Court Justice John Paul Stevens, and hundreds 
of others. Go to www.DoubtAboutWill.org. For a longer list, visit 
https://shakespeareoxfordfellowship.org/famous-shakespeare-
authorship-skeptics/ to see a longer list. 

Who, then, wrote the plays? Consensus is building around Edward 
de Vere, the 17th Earl of Oxford. The Death of Shakespeare imagines how 
Oxford wrote the plays and poetry attributed to William Shakespeare. 
Unlike the outpourings of new biographies about Shakespeare, much 
of The Death of Shakespeare is based on fact. Since it is not customary to 
add footnotes or endnotes to works of fiction, The Death of Shakespeare 
explains what is supported in the historical record and what is not.  

The author could say, as Moses Hadas wrote in the Preface to his 
Ancilla to Classical Reading: “I have not written [this] merely to salvage 
what had to be left in the inkwell and what could be swept up from 
unemptied filing drawers. Long preoccupation with a subject begets 
curiosity about matters essentially peripheral or even irrelevant to its 
main issues, and I have thought that others … might enjoy such partial 
satisfaction of similar curiosity as I am able to offer.”  

The initial plan was to imagine how Oxford wrote all of the plays 
attributed to William Shakespeare and do it in one volume, but this 
proved impossible. Oxford wrote at least 38 plays, 154 sonnets, two 
long narrative poems, and a great deal of other verse. He married 
twice, fathered six children, and had a tempestuous relationship with 
his contemporaries, including the queen. And then there is his 
relationship with William Shakespeare of Stratford-upon-Avon…  

Why is knowing who the author is important? “If we don’t know 
who the author … is, then interpretation becomes in effect moot.” 
Early Shakespeare 1588-1594 – Shakespeare and his Collaborators, 
Cambridge University Press, 2021. Indeed. 

Yuri Tynianov called his historical novels “experiments in 
scholarly fantasy.” In a draft introduction to his novel Young Pushkin, 
he wrote: “What I want to do in this book is to get as near as possible 
to artistic truth about the past, which is always the goal of the 
historical novelist.” (Quoted in a review by Sophie Pinkham in the 
March 10, 2022 issue of The New York Review.) 

http://www.doubtaboutwill.org/
https://shakespeareoxfordfellowship.org/famous-shakespeare-authorship-skeptics/
https://shakespeareoxfordfellowship.org/famous-shakespeare-authorship-skeptics/
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The goal of The Death of Shakespeare is the same. With so few hard 
facts known about William Shakespeare, and how he came to write the 
greatest literature produced by any writer at any time, filling in the gaps 
as an ‘experiment in scholarly fantasy’ may lead to ‘the artistic truth’ 
about what happened as Elizabeth I’s reign came to an end.  

For example, did Oxford participate in the Gad’s Hill robbery? A 
letter was found in Burghley’s papers written by two servants who 
complained that Oxford’s men assaulted them on Gad’s Hill. This 
incident became the central event in the anonymous play The Famous 
Victories of Henry the Fifth which was written too early for Shakespeare 
to have penned it. Did Oxford? The scenes in Famous Victories are 
followed in Henry IV, Part One and Two and in Henry V (the Henriad). 
Was the author borrowing from someone else or was he following an 
earlier juvenile effort? Oldcastle was a character in Famous Victories and 
was going to continue his role in the Henriad but his name was 
changed to Falstaff. Oldcastle was a Lollard martyr and ancestor of 
Baron Cobham. The name change was made when Cobham became 
Lord Chamberlain. Did he object to Oldcastle being made a 
laughingstock? How far is Gad’s Hill from Cobham Hall. A mile? 
Think Cobham heard about the Gad’s Hill Robbery? Is that why 
Oxford put Oldcastle in Famous Victories? Cobham was Lord 
Chamberlain for less than a year (August 1596 until his death on 
March 6, 1597) but Henry IV was being prepared for the stage during 
his tenure. Cobham couldn’t do anything about Famous Victories when 
it was written – Cobham was only a baron; Oxford was an earl – but as 
Lord Chamberlain, Cobham may have finally had the power to make 
Oxford change the character’s name from Oldcastle to Falstaff. After 
all, Gad’s Hill is only a little more than a mile from Cobham Hall. 
Surely, Cobham heard about the incident. 

Many people have concluded William did not write the plays 
traditional scholarship attributes to him. That is the easy part. The 
more difficult question is how he became known as the author. He 
must have worked with the true author. The movie Anonymous 
relegates Shakespeare to being little more than FedEx, a messenger 
from Oxford to the theater impresarios who put on his plays. But it 
must have been more complicated than that. Life, as we all know, is 
always more complicated than we thought. 

The Death of Shakespeare takes the plays and events in Oxford’s life 
and comes up with a narrative that imagines how, why, and when he 
wrote the plays attributed to Shakespeare.  
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The Order of the Plays 
The order in which the plays were written has never been settled. 

It is a minor industry in Shakespearean studies. The First Folio of 1623 
contained 36 plays. Two more have been added since then. Of the 36 
plays in The First Folio, 18 of them had been printed before. Nothing in 
The First Folio or other sources indicate the order in which the plays 
were written. The best source for questions about when a play was 
written and/or performed is found in Dating Shakespeare’s Plays: A 
Critical Review of the Evidence, edited by Kevin Gilvary. Parapress, 2010, 
Turnbridge Wells, Kent TN2 55D.  

The following is the order in which the plays and poetry appear in 
The Death of Shakespeare: 

In Part One: 
Titus Andronicus   Chapter 9 
The Comedy of Errors  Chapter 17 
Two Gentlemen of Verona  Chapter 23 
Pericles  Chapter 34 
King John  Chapter 39 
Henry VI – Part 2 Chapter 46 
Henry VI – Part 3 Chapter 64 
Love’s Labour’s Won Chapter 68 
Much Ado About Nothing  Chapter 69 
The Taming of the Shrew  Chapter 77 
Venus & Adonis  Chapter 87 
Richard III Chapter 91 
A Double Maske (Love’s Labour’s Lost) Chapter 92 

In Part Two: 
Romeo & Juliet  Chapter 100 
A Midsummer Night’s Dream Chapter 102 
As You Like It  Chapter 111 
The Jew of Venice (The Merchant of Venice)  Chapter 115 
Timon of Athens  Chapter 100 
The Winter’s Tale  Chapter 123 
All’s Well That Ends Well  Chapter 123 
Richard II Chapter 128 
Prince Hal & The Boar’s Head (Henry IV – 1) Chapter 130 
Prince Hal & The Boar’s Head (Henry IV – 2  Chapter 132 
Falstaff in Love (The Merry Wives of Windsor)  Chapter 133 
Julius Caesar Chapter 138 
Henry V  Chapter 140 
Cymbeline Chapter 145 
Measure for Measure Chapter 151 
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The Phoenix and Turtle  Chapter 170 
Coriolanus Chapter 171 
As You Will (Twelfth Night) Chapter 178 
Antony & Cleopatra Chapter 188 
Iago (Othello) Chapter 193 
Hamlet  Chapter 197 
The Tempest Chapter 200 
Macbeth  Chapter 203 
Lear  Chapter 207 

Plays not mentioned: Henry VI – Part 1; The Two Noble Kinsmen; 
Henry VIII; Edward III. As to the latter play, see Sams, p. 101. 

See footnote 42 below, page 37, and Chapter 16, page 94. 

Front Matter 
The cover is a portrait of the Earl of Oxford, circa 1575. The 

quotations are from Troilus and Cressida, Sonnet 76, and a poem by 
John Marston that speaks for itself (try to think of an Elizabethan poet 
other than Edward de Vere whose name begins and ends with the 
same letter). 

The first stanza and the last couplet of the poem To The Gentle 
Reader are a parody of the loopy poem Ben Jonson wrote that is 
printed opposite the engraving of Shakespeare in The First Folio: 

This Figure, that thou here seest put, 
It was for gentle Shakespeare cut; 
Wherein the Graver had a strife 
With Nature, to out-doo the life: 
O, could he but have drawne his wit 
As well in brasse as he hath hit  
His face; the print would then surpasse 
All, that was ever writ in brasse, 
But, since he cannot, Reader, looke 
Not on his Picture, but his Book.  – B.J. 

The second stanza is based on a second poem Ben Jonson added 
to The First Folio entitled To the memory of my beloved, the Author, Mr. 
William Shakespeare, and what he hath left us, which reads, in part: 

I will not lodge thee by 
Chaucer or Spenser, or bid Beaumont lye 
A little further, to make thee a roome: 
Thou art a Moniment, without a tomb. 

It may come as no surprise that Ben stole these lines (and more) 
from a poem entitled On Mr. Wm. Shakespeare, he died in April 1616 by 
William Basse: 
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Renowned Spenser, lie a thought more nigh 
To learned Chaucer, and rare Beaumont lie 
A little nearer Spenser to make room 
For Shakespeare in your threefold, fourfold tomb. 
To lodge all four in one bed make a shift 
Until Doomsday, for hardly will a fifth 
Betwixt this day and that by fate be slain 
For whom your curtains may be drawn again. 
If your precedency in death doth bar 
A fourth place in your sacred sepulcher, 
Under this carved marble of thine own 
Sleep rare tragedian Shakespeare, sleep alone, 
Thy unmolested peace, unshared cave, 
Possess as lord not tenant of thy grave, 

 That unto us and others it may be 
 Honor hereafter to be laid by thee. 

Both poets were suggesting that Spenser, Chaucer, and Beaumont 
in Westminster Abbey be shifted to make room for Shakespeare. 

The third stanza and couplet are based on the comment in the 
Preface to The Arte of English Poesy (1589): 
‘I know very many notable gentlemen in the Court that have written commendably, 
and suppressed it again, or else suffered it to be published without their own names. 
There are sprung up a crew of Courtly makers, Noblemen and Gentlemen of Her 
Majesty’s servants, who have written excellently well as it would appear if their 
doings could be found out and made public with the rest, of which number is first 
that noble gentleman Edward Earl of Oxford.’”  
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The following is a comparison of the front matter to The Death of 
Shakespeare and the front matter to The First Folio: 

Ward quotes the poem written by Henry Lok, a long-time servant 
of Oxford’s (printed by Richard Field in 1597), which concludes, after 
the usual fulsome praise: Whereof your own experience much might say, / 
Would you vouchsafe your knowledge to bewray. P. 298. Why Oxford would 
not ‘bewray’ his knowledge is not explained in the poem. 

Ben Jonson’s poem has been parodied before. There is a drawing 
in a copy of the 1644 Third Folio in the Colgate University Library 
that believe may be a portrait of Anne Hathaway. If accurate, Anne 
looks like she was someone to be reckoned with. The quality of the 
verse gives meaning to John Clarke’s dismal view of teaching students 
how to write poetry: “[T]he best you can make of it is a Diversion, a 
Degree above Fiddling. … The Scribbling of paultry, wretched Verse 
is no Way for them to improve their Parts in.” Quoted by 
Schoenbaum in a footnote at p. 70. 
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The verse reads: 
This figure, that thou there seest put 
  It was for Shakespear’s Consort cut 
Wherein the Graver had a strife  
  With Nature to outdo the Life 
O had he Her Complexion shewn 
  As plain as He’s the outline Drawn 
The plate, believe me, would surpass 
  All that was ever made in brass.1 

Since the assumption of The Death of Shakespeare is that Oxford 
wrote the plays but his work appeared under Shakespeare’s name, the 
author of The Death of Shakespeare must also ‘feign’ his name lest his 
reputation in academia be ‘slain.’ 

The  is the crown in Oxford’s signature. 

The Maps 
The maps of England and London were drawn for The Death of 

Shakespeare by Joan B. Machinchick of Annapolis, Maryland. 

1  Schoenbaum, pp. 92-93. The drawing is dated 1708. If accurate, Anne looks like she was 
someone to be reckoned with. The quality of the verse gives meaning to John Clarke’s dismal 
view of teaching students how to write poetry: “[T]he best you can make of it is a Diversion, a 
Degree above Fiddling. … The Scribbling of paultry, wretched Verse is no Way for them to 
improve their Parts in.” Quoted by Schoenbaum in a footnote at p. 70. 
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Prologue 
April 23, 1616 - The Death of Shakespeare 

There is little evidence about the life of the man we know as 
William Shakespeare.2 His most prominent biographer, William 
Schoenbaum, once remarked that everything that is known about 
Shakespeare could be written on a post card with room left for the 
address.3 His birth date is assumed from the record of his baptism - 

2  As was common in Elizabethan times, Shakespeare’s name was spelled different ways. The six 
signatures that have come down to us are all different. See Hamilton, pp 70-72 for the three 
pages of his will and p. 39 for a table showing all six signatures. The six signatures are: 
William Shackper (Belot-Mountjoy deposition);  
William Shakspear (conveyance for a gatehouse in London);  
Wm. Shakspea (on a mortgage to the gatehouse);  
William Shackspere (page one of his will);  
Willm. Shakspere (page two of his will); and  
William Shakspeare (page three of his will).   
Thus, the sly allusion in the movie, Shakespeare In Love, when Shakespeare sits down to write and 
the camera, coming over his shoulder, shows him practicing his signature. It appears that the six 
signatures the actor writes are all different, each a reproduction of the six signatures that have 
been found; three on the will, two on a deed, and the sixth on a deposition taken in a case in 
London in 1612. 
Notice that none of the six signatures has an ‘e’ between the ‘k’ and the consonant that follows it, 
which indicates that William’s last name was pronounced “Shack-spear” in his day and not “Shake-
spear” as we pronounce it today. (Although William’s brother, Gilbert, signed as witness to a lease 
in 1610 as ‘Gilbert Shakespear’ in very fine handwriting. Gilbert was two years younger than 
William. He earned his living as a haberdasher – seller of buttons, ribbons, threads, etc. – in 
London, before returning to Stratford and dying in 1612.) In The Death of Shakespeare, William is 
referred to as “William Shackspear” and not “William Shakespeare.” Justice John Paul Stevens 
opined in his article, “The Shakespeare Canon of Statutory Construction,” University of Pennsylvania 
Law Review, vol. 140, no. 4, April 1992, after examining the six signatures, that Shakespeare’s 
“name was Shaksper rather than Shakespeare.” Spelling William’s name ‘Shackspear’ instead of 
‘Shaksper’ makes it clear that Shakespeare’s name was spoken with a short ‘a’, and is the name 
adopted in The Death of Shakespeare for the character who acts as the mask for the Earl of Oxford. 
References to William Shakespeare in The Reader’s Companion are to the historical man and not the 
fictional character in The Death of Shakespeare. The first publication to spell the name 
“Shakespeare” was the 1593 Venus & Adonis poem. In Chapter 88, Richard Field will suggest that 
Shackspear have his name spelled “Shakespeare” on the poem. Shackspear agrees, and decides he 
will henceforth pronounce his name “Shakes-pare.” However, many publications examining the 
life of William of Stratford-upon-Avon spelled his name “Shakspere,” or a close variant. For 
example, Cowden Clark’s Life of Shakspere and Edward Dowden’s Shakspere: A Critical Study of His 
Mind and Art. 
3  “We are told that that all the facts [about Shakespeare’s life] can be written on a postcard – 
with plenty of room for an address.” Schoenbaum, Samuel, `The Life: A Survey.' In William 
Shakespeare: His Worth His Work, His Influence. Ed. John F. Andrews. 3 vols., New York: Charles 
Scribner's Sons, 1985. Vol. 2, pp 281- 90. Schoenbaum, of course, went on to disagree with his 
own statement. A well-organized treatment of the facts known about Shakespeare up to 1594 is 
found in Sams, Eric, The Real Shakespeare: Retrieving the Early Years, 1564-1594, Yale Univ. Press 
1994, particularly p. 197-226 - The Documents 1500-1594. But few scholars, including Schoenbaum, 
distinguish facts about the life of the man from Stratford (his wife, marriage, children, birthplace, 
involvement in the Lord Chamberlain’s Men, etc.) and facts that identify Shakespeare as the 
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	King John before the Queen
	Chapter 43
	The Queen and Lady Elspeth Trentham
	Chapter 44
	A Poem for Lady Elspeth
	Chapter 45
	Miss Trentham
	Chapter 46
	Henry VI and a Sonnet for the Earl of Southampton
	Chapter 47
	Cecil House
	Chapter 48
	The War of the Roses
	Chapter 49
	John Marston and the Nature of Sin

	1591
	Chapter 50
	Aemilia Bassano (Again)
	Chapter 51
	Signore Baldini’s Love Philtre
	Chapter 52
	The Boar’s Head and Christopher Marlowe
	Chapter 53
	A Sonnet for Aemilia Bassano
	Chapter 54
	The Geneva Bible
	Chapter 55
	Robin Returns
	Chapter 56
	Ankerwycke
	Chapter 57
	Windsor
	Chapter 58
	Henry VI – Part 2
	Chapter 59
	The Dinner in the Grotto
	Chapter 60
	A Marriage Contract
	Chapter 61
	Oxford Court – A Month Later
	Chapter 62
	Castle Hedingham
	Chapter 63
	That Night
	Chapter 64
	Oxford Court - Henry VI – Part 3
	Chapter 65
	A Wedding at Whitehall

	1592
	Chapter 66
	Oxford and Lady Elspeth Return to Oxford Court
	Chapter 67
	Henry VI – Part 3
	Chapter 68
	Oxford Court – Shackspear and Love’s Labour’s Won
	Chapter 69
	Much Ado About Nothing
	Chapter 70
	Henry VI – Part 3 at the Rose
	Chapter 71
	The Tabard Inn
	Chapter 72
	The Heat of a Luxurious Bed
	Chapter 73
	Ditchley House
	Chapter 74
	Edward II
	Chapter 75
	Rosencrantz and Guildenstern
	Chapter 76
	An Heir for his Lordship
	Chapter 77
	The Taming of the Shrew
	Chapter 78
	The Death of Robert Greene
	Chapter 79
	Whitehall Palace and The Taming of the Shrew

	1593
	Chapter 80
	Henry Is Christened (in the Boar’s Head)
	Chapter 81
	If Thy Body Had Been As Deformed As Thy Mind
	Chapter 82
	López and the Ghost of Thomas Brincknell
	Chapter 83
	Abandon’d & Despised
	Chapter 84
	The Death of Christopher Marlowe
	Chapter 85
	Matrimonium Clandestinum
	Chapter 86
	Yorick
	Chapter 87
	Graze On My Lips; Feed Where Thou Wilt
	Chapter 88
	Richard Field and the Printing of Venus & Adonis
	Chapter 89
	The Sign of the Ship
	Chapter 90
	Conference with Venus
	Chapter 91
	Sir Robert Cecil Gibed at Christmas
	Chapter 92
	A Play for Lady Mary
	Chapter 93
	A Double Maske
	Chapter 94
	A Nidicock for Lady Lisbeth
	Chapter 95
	The Lord Chamberlain’s Men
	Chapter 96
	The Execution of Dr. López
	Chapter 97
	The Wedding of Sir Thomas Heneage
	and
	The Countess of Southampton

	1594
	Chapter 98
	Oxford and the Queen
	At the end of Part One, Oxford is told that he is the father of the 3rd Earl of Southampton and that the mother of the young man is Queen Elizabeth. This conclusion is not supported by the record but there are enough curious events and facts to suppor...
	This is known as the Prince Tudor theory. Some view the Prince Tudor Theory as the third rail of the authorship question. Discussion of the theory will “undermine [the Oxfordian] mission to develop coherent arguments proving that [Oxford] was the real...
	However, as Part One was being written, a number of curious facts and events came into view which led to the conclusion that Southampton might indeed be Oxford’s son by the queen, or Oxford might have believed this was so. Some of these events and dis...
	Henry VIII named his illegitimate son Henry FitzRoy to emphasize the boy’s royal antecedents. Like the Earl of Southampton, his christening is not recorded. When the boy was six years of age, his father made him 1st Duke of Richmond and Somerset, a do...
	At the time of his death of consumption, a bill was going through Parliament that would have disinherited Elizabeth and permitted the King to designate his successor, whether legitimate or not. Elizabeth would not have succeeded her sister had the boy...
	Chapter 99
	The Boar’s Head
	Chapter 100

	A Play About Young Love
	Oxford decides to write two plays at the same time: Romeo & Juliet and A Midsummer Night’s Dream. He does this because scholars agree that these plays were probably written at the same time. The play within a play in Midsummer – Pyramis & Thisbe – is ...


	Chapter 101
	Two Lovers, Still in Love

	Chapter 102
	Midsummer Madness
	The Little Changeling Boy

	Chapter 104
	Shackspear and Mumblecrust

	Chapter 105
	A Letter from Anne Vavasour

	Chapter 106
	Romeo & Juliet

	Chapter 107
	The Bastard and His Father
	Chapter 108
	A Midsummer Night’s Dream


	Chapter 109
	The Dream at Greenwich Palace

	Chapter 110
	A Visit from A Lady-in-Waiting

	Chapter 111
	Call Me Rosalind

	Chapter 112
	Ipse is not William

	Chapter 113
	As You Like It

	Chapter 114
	Falstaff

	Chapter 115
	William

	Chapter 116
	Justice for the Jew

	Chapter 117
	The Jew of Venice

	Chapter 118
	The Jew of Venice at the Curtain

	Chapter 119
	Hedingham

	Chapter 120
	Cambridge

	Chapter 121
	Filet of Unborn Fawn

	Chapter 122
	Two Plays; Two Failures

	Chapter 123
	Pursued by a Bear

	Chapter 124
	A Visit from Baron Cobham

	Chapter 125
	Exit Oldcastle

	Chapter 126
	Not Without Mustard

	Notice the comma after “Non” in the upper left-hand corner. The phrase is repeated in larger all-capital letters to the right, but the comma has disappeared. (Remember the old saying: commas can kill you – let’s eat, grandma as opposed to let’s eat gr...
	The wedding of the Countess of Southampton to Sir Thomas Heneage took place in 1594. (See, Chapter 97 - The Wedding of Sir Thomas Heneage & The Countess of Southampton.) It occasioned the writing of A Double Maske, which would be printed in 1598 as A ...
	Chapter 127
	The Earl of Derby

	Chapter 128
	Richard II

	Chapter 129
	Richard II before the Queen

	Chapter 130
	Prince Hal and the Boar’s Head Tavern

	Chapter 131
	The Funeral of Lady Elizabeth Cecil

	Chapter 132
	The King Knows Him Not

	The downward arc of the Falstaff character across the Henriad and his absence in Merry Wives, despite the knight in that play having the same name, has been noted by many. It seemed logical in The Death of Shakespeare that Falstaff, finding himself mi...
	As to the fictional meeting in this case, Falstaff unknowingly uses a phrase that carries more meaning than he knows. “I am that I am,” or “I am what I am” appears a number of times in the plays and is discussed in Chapter 2 above, page 43, et seq.
	Chapter 133
	Falstaff in Love

	Chapter 134
	Johnson is Jonson; Shackspear is Shakespeare

	At some point, Ben Johnson changed his name to Ben Jonson. Shackspear apparently did the same thing when Venus & Adonis was published in 1593 as written by William Shakespeare. There is no record of any of the wits in town making fun of either or both...
	Chapter 135
	Falstaff in Love at Windsor
	Tony Tanner wondered in his Prefaces to Shakespeare what Falstaff was doing in Windsor instead of “Ephesus, Padua, Verona, Varre, Athens, Messina, Arden, Illyria, Rousillon” where Shakespeare habitually set his comedies. There are “identifiable inns, ...
	Given that the critics recognize that the Falstaff in Merry Wives is not the man they saw in the other plays, it was thought appropriate for Oxford to delegate Merry Wives to Shackspear and the newcomer, Ben Jonson.
	Scholars wonder about the order of the writing of the three Henry VI plays; they do the same with regard to the Henriad. Some think Merry Wives did not follow Henry V but preceded it, which is the course adopted in The Death of Shakespeare because of ...
	Shakespeare (maybe not his wife, Anne) hid grain. “In a list of Stratford hoarders, Shakspere [sic] is identified as having illegally held 10 quarters (80 bushels) of malt or corn during a shortage.” E. K. Chambers, William Shakespeare: A study of Fac...
	Chapter 136
	The Isle of Dogs
	The script for The Isle of Dogs has not survived. No one knows what caused the court and the censoring officials to come down so hard on it and the men who wrote it – Thomas Nashe and Ben Jonson. The Ogburns think it was somehow related to Southampton...
	Chapter 137
	She Not Comin’ With Us

	Chapter 138
	An Empty House

	That Leicester may have died when his wife gave him a glass of wine intended to poison her, see Ogburns, p. 280.
	Chapter 139
	Lisbeth

	Lisbeth, Oxford’s eldest daughter, has a most interesting relationship to a number of men and the sonnets. First, her grandfather wanted to marry her to the Earl of Pembroke. She refused. Then, he wanted her to marry the 3rd Earl of Southampton, who r...
	Chapter 140
	King’s Place

	Chapter 141
	In Arthur’s Bosom

	Chapter 142
	The Return to Parnassus

	Chapter 143
	A popular form of the lime paste used to capture birds was made from holly bark, boiled for 10 to 12 hours. After the green coating is separated from the other, it is stored in a moist place for two weeks. It is then pounded into a thick paste, until ...
	Chapter 144
	John Lyly

	John Lyly worked as Oxford’s secretary in the 1570s and 1580s but there is no evidence he was Oxford’s secretary after Oxford moved to Hackney in September, 1597. Timson – see below – is fiction. Who did, if anyone, is unknown. It may be that Oxford r...
	Chapter 145
	Cymbeline is listed as a tragedy but Cymbeline does not die in it. In fact, at the end, his daughter is married off to the man she loves and he recovers his two sons who have been missing for decades. His wicked queen (second wife – the mother of his ...
	Taking the play apart is good fun, but why did Oxford write it? And when? Cymbeline appeared in print for the first time in The First Folio. It is one of eighteen plays never before printed. Simon Forman recorded seeing it in 1610-1611, along with Mac...
	The play is bizarre. Dr. Johnson thought that, “[t]o remark the folly of the fiction, the absurdity of the conduct, the confusion of the names and manners of different times, and the impossibility of the events in any system of life, were to waste cri...
	Bloom goes on to wonder, “what [the author was] trying to do for himself as a maker of plays by the heap of self-parodies that constitute Cymbeline?” P. 621. Garber thinks the author “allows it [the play] to puddle and fog together to the point of hop...
	Indeed – how does he do it? If Oxford wrote the plays attributed to William Shakespeare, where did Cymbeline come from? Many of the other plays – Lear, Two Gentlemen of Verona, Macbeth, Othello – can be anchored to events in his life.  But the mishmas...
	Connections to Oxford’s life and the characters and events in Cymbeline are, as in all the plays, easy to find. Oxford is obviously Posthumus, a noble raised in the court whose father is dead and whose mother is never mentioned. Think Oxford’s mother,...
	The wicked stepmother is Lady Mildred Cecil who always wanted her daughter to marry Sidney (Cloten), or, if the search is extended back in time and Cymbeline is an early play reworked later, Marie de Medici, queen mother in France and mother of Anjou,...
	An important factor, therefore, is the date (or dates) when the play was written. An early date in the 1570s would bring it in line with some of the plays from that period. Garber detected the influence of earlier plays in The Comedy of Errors. “Many ...
	Looney was uneasy with Cymbeline. He has a long discussion of poetic criticisms of the play and concludes that “everything is suggestive of its [Cymbeline] having been versified by the writer who composed The Tempest.” P. 451.230F  This sense is reinf...
	[I]t is so difficult to conceive Shakespeare in his last years planning Cymbeline as it stands, that even German conservatism has accepted Coleridge’s theory of it as a play written by the Master in his youth and re-written in his last theatrical year...
	Oxford’s outburst against Sidney – Fain would I sing, but fury makes me fret – is #10. The Death of Shakespeare – Part One, p. 20, for print references to this poem, or can be read here: https://shakespeareoxfordfellowship.org/twenty-poems-de-vere/. K...
	Chapter 146
	A Chattering of Plots
	Sidney was knighted in 1583 so he could escort John Casimir, the Prince of Palatinate, to the ceremony investing Casimir Prince with the Order of the Garter. Duncan-Jones, p. 158. The knighthood was not won in battle, although Sidney was undoubtedly b...
	As to Sir Frances Walsingham’s attitude toward Sidney, see Duncan-Jones, p. 248.
	https://folgerpedia.folger.edu/mediawiki/media/images_pedia_folgerpedia_mw/b/b3/ECDbD_1599.pdf
	Milford Haven is not known to have been used during the period (early 1st century AD) in which Cymbeline is set, and it is not known why Shakespeare used it in the play. Robert Nye noted that it was the closest seaport to Shakespeare's home town of St...
	Unfortunately for the belief that Shakespeare might have wanted to walk to Milford Haven, the closer seaport would have been Bath. It is more likely that Oxford put Milford Haven in the play to import the location where Arthur Dudley was captured when...
	Chapter 147
	Lilah Stanhope

	Chapter 148
	Boxes and Trunks

	Chapter 149
	A Visit with Lady Susan

	Burghley received eight wardships during his life. Edward de Vere, Earl of Oxford; Edward Manners, 3rd Earl of Rutland; Edward, Lord Zouche; Philip, Lord Wharton; Philip Howard, Earl of Surrey; Robert Devereux, Second Earl of Essex; Henry Wriothesley,...
	Chapter 150
	Chapter 151
	A Clash of Wits at the Mermaid
	Chapter 152
	Wicked Meaning in a Lawful Deed

	Chapter 153
	Timson
	Chapter 154
	Chapter 155
	By a Brand He Shall Be Known

	Chapter 156
	Chapter 157
	Hackney

	Chapter 158
	Henry and the Horseshoe

	Chapter 159
	Caesar Becomes Brutus

	Chapter 160
	The Death of Lord Burghley
	Chapter 161
	John Florio and the Earl of Southampton

	Chapter 162
	Finley
	Burghley’s preferred mode of transportation when at home was a mule:
	Chapter 163
	Christmas
	Chapter 164
	The Theatre Tiptoes Away
	There were lawsuits over the taking apart of the Theatre. They dragged on for years.
	Chapter 165
	Far Fly Thy Fame
	Chapter 166
	Every Man Out of His Favor

	Coriolanus may have been intended to be a warning to Essex. Ogburns, p. 966-967.
	Chapter 167
	The Burning of the Books
	The authorities, as described in this chapter, did burn a number of books. There is no evidence Oxford and Derby were there at the time.
	Chapter 168
	Essex Returns
	The events reported in this chapter about Essex are accurate.
	Chapter 169
	Chapter 170
	Chapter 171
	Chapter 172
	Chapter 173
	Chapter 174
	Chapter 175
	By A Mark He Is Known
	Tupp points to Oxford’s ankle and tells him Southampton has the same mark on his ankle but events do not bear this out.
	Chapter 176
	A Portrait of a Pregnant Lady
	A portrait in the queen’s collection that now hangs at Hampton Palace is known as Portrait of an Unknown Woman. For 250 years, the portrait was believed to be of Elizabeth I. Upon the accession of Elizabeth II in 1952, however, the portrait was relabe...
	The portrait was exhibited in 2013 Buckingham Palace. A link to the portrait and the exhibition notes is: https://www.rct.uk/ collection/406024/portrait-of-an-unknown-woman.
	Notes from the 2013 exhibition state that the painting may be related to the Ditchley portrait of Elizabeth I (London, National Portrait Gallery) and to the Portrait of Thomas Lee (London, Tate Britain).233F  Thus there may be some connection with the...
	If the royal family thought the portrait was of Queen Elizabeth I for 350 years, its good enough for Oxford in The Death of Shakespeare to take his money to Marcus Gheeraerts to paint a portrait of Elizabeth to celebrate Oxford’s belief that the 3rd E...
	Chapter 177
	A Visit with the Queen
	Angry that the queen has ordered him to write a comedy (at least in The Death of Shakespeare) when he is done with them, Oxford demotes the Duke of Orsino and makes him a count in the play he writes that will become known as Twelfth Night. But this is...
	Chapter 178
	The Duke of Orsino
	Twelfth Night appears to have been written for the Duke of Orsino. The Duke was from Illyria, which is the Dalmation coast opposite Italy. Did Oxford visit the Duke’s home? Was his visit to England in 1600 a return visit? There is no evidence to suppo...
	Is probably based on a 1582 letter the queen wrote to the Earl of Shrewsbury on the death of his son. The queen told him the boy’s death should be “cause to rejoice rather than lament” because the boy was now in heaven. Ogburns, p. 282,
	Chapter 179
	A Surprise Visitor
	Oxford’s meeting with Southampton is fiction.
	Chapter 180
	What You Will
	The question in What You Will, or Twelfth Night, is who Oxford was aiming at when he created the character of Malvolio. The name continues a practice of naming a character after a particular ‘humour’, to borrow Ben Jonson’s phrase, and the name echoes...
	Knollys engaged in some bizarre behavior during his life, including pursuing Mary Fitton, a young girl he was supposed to protect. He was known as “Party Beard” because his beard was three colors; white at the roots, yellow in the middle, and black at...
	But Knollys may have been included in the play because he played a crucial role in the trial of Essex and Southampton in 1601. See Chapter 184 – The Tryall – below. He was called in the middle of the trial to say whether he heard Sir Robert Cecil say ...
	Oxford must have known the second person who might have been the model for Malvolio. Sir Thomas Posthumus Hoby235F  was the younger son of Sir Thomas Hoby who married Elizabeth Cooke, one of the daughters of the humanist Sir Anthony Cooke, thus making...
	A Puritan, Hoby took legal action in 1600 against William Eure, 4th Baron Eure and several of his other neighbors, alleging that they had entered his house, taken drink, played cards, ridiculed Puritanism, and threatened to ravish his wife. When he th...
	As to Malvolio’s stockings, Dawkins says that yellow symbolized love, as well as jealousy, and cites Peg a Ramsey, a ballad, in support of his claim because Sir Toby calls Malvolio a ‘Peg a Ramsey’ in Act II, Scene 3. Dawkins quotes from the ballad:
	When I was a bachelor I led a merry life;
	But now I am a married man and troubled with a wife …
	Give me my yellow hose again, give me my yellow hose.
	For now my wife she watcheth me; see younder where she goes.
	1601
	Chapter 181
	Twelfth Night
	Chapter 182
	The City Knows Him Not
	Chapter 183
	Malfis
	Southampton’s conviction may have been changed from guilty of treason to guilty of misprision of treason. Malfis’ definition here – “A person is guilty of this crime when they learn that a felony is being committed or has been committed and do nothing...
	Chapter 184
	Whittemore has a great deal of information about what happened at the trial. P. 478, et seq.
	The following shows the Tower and
	Chapter 185
	James Decides Southampton’s Fate
	That Southampton was expected to be executed is revealed in a letter Sir Robert Cecil wrote to Sir George Carew on February 10, 1601, that “[b]y the time my letters hall come unto you, both he [Essex] and the Earl of Southampton … shall have lost thei...
	Any inclination on the part of the queen to spare Southampton may have been helped by the Earl of Mountjoy’s statement as he mounted the scaffold, “that Essex would have raised the standard of revolt in Ireland but for the persuasion to the contrary o...
	https://archive.org/stream/lettersepigramso00hari/lettersepigramso00hari_djvu.txt.
	Chapter 186
	When Jacks Go Up, Heads Go Down
	Essex was executed by a man named Thomas Derrick. Derrick was an English hangman whose surname came to indicate both a “hangman” and a “crane” because of the shape of a device he invented to hang people. It is rumored that he became the public executi...
	Supposedly, it was Derrick who executed Essex in 1601, although all the sources for the above stories do not cite an earlier source.
	Chapter 187
	Chapter 188
	The Worm of Nilus
	The information in this chapter about the Earl of Pembroke and Mary Fitton is accurate. See Chapter 24.
	The Book of Prophecies, which in Part Two of The Death of Shakespeare, is first referred to in Chapter 98 above. There is no evidence that Oxford wrote The Tempest. As noted below, in The Death of Shakespeare, Ben Jonson wrote it. See Chapter 200 – Th...
	At the end of Antony & Cleopatra, Cleopatra prepares to kill herself. Plutarch does not make clear how she killed herself. The clown and the asp are Oxford’s invention. Calling the asp a “worm” has led some to conclude that this was Oxford making a re...
	.org/the-queen’s-worm by Richard F. Whalen (1998).
	The scene is definitely odd. Pauline Kiernan in Filthy Shakespeare recognizes that “the Egyptian Queen prepares for her death, which she imagines as a sexual union with the dead Antony,” but does not mention the “worm.” P. 116. (The chapter in which t...
	But if Cleopatra is the queen, is she preparing herself for a “sexual union” with the dead Anthony, or with Oxford, who would look to be the clown? And is Oxford the “worm” (“ver” = “worm” in French) as well as the snake? Realizing Oxford could put hi...
	See, also, Chapter 190 below, and, query, was Oxford channeling Nashe’s The Choise of Valentines, in which Nashe’s male character uses the word ‘worm’ to refer to his private parts?
	Chapter 189
	The Phoenix and Turtle
	The best discussion of The Phoenix and Turtle is in Chapter 8 The Phoenix and Turtle by William Plummer Fowle in A Poet’s Rage, edited by William Boyle, Forever Press (2013).
	There are two matching portraits of the queen by Hilliard, one of which is known as the Phoenix Portrait, the second as the Pelican Portrait. This is the Phoenix Portrait:
	Antony and Cleopatra
	Ogburns, p. 1166. Also Chapter 56 above.
	As to the cosmetics women used in Elizabethan times, Antonia Fraser opined in 2007 that she was “riveted by the subject of historical cosmetics.” From the Tate Gallery https://www.tate.org.uk/tate-etc/issue-11-autumn-2007/half-woman-half-goddess. The ...
	As to the “new” Boar’s Head, see Chapter 137.
	There is no evidence connecting the Ambassador from Morocco, who visited England for six months in 1599-1600, with Othello. He was a handsome man, as shown by the following portrait, which is in the collection of the University of Birmingham.
	Elspeth’s gazing at the Ambassador and Oxford’s reaction is fiction. The derivation of Iago’s name from a Dutch misspelling of “Diablo” is also fiction. It appears that the name was derived from the Italian version of “James” or “Jacob.” It appears to...
	The Ogburns think Desdemona’s speech to Othello in Act IV, Scene 148, “O, good Iago, what shall I do to win my lord again?” is very much like Oxford’s wife’s letter to him in December 1581, in which she is trying to understand why Oxford has “entered ...
	There is universal agreement that Iago is a malicious, evil person. Some have thought him a later Iachimo, but Bloom will have none of that: “There is nothing in Iachimo that goes beyond the powers of any Jacobean playwright awash with Italianate vill...
	Iago gives Othello an odd speech when Othello demands proof that Desdemona has violated her marriage vows. Iago says:
	It is impossible you should see this, Were they as prime as Goats, as hot as Monkeys, As salt as Wolves in pride, and Fools as gross As Ignorance, made drunk. But yet, I say, If imputation, and strong circumstances, Which lead directly to the door of ...
	That this speech affects Othello is shown by his reference to “Goats and Monkeys” as he is leaving after he insults and dismisses Desdemona in front of Lodovico. Where did the author get this speech?
	There is a town, Bassano del Grappa,237F  some forty miles north-west of Venice. In the town square was a fresco painted in 1539 on the front of the house of the Dal Corno family, who were the official sellers of salt in Bassano. The frieze contained ...
	http://marlowe-shakespeare.blogspot.com/2013/08/the-bassano-fresco-by-peter-farey.html
	Oxford’s approach to Ben Jonson about borrowing the name of Thorello in Jonson’s Every Man In is supported by none other than the Birthplace Trust. https://www.shakespeare.org.uk/explore-shakespeare/shakespedia/shakespeares-circle/ben-jonson/.
	That Oxford asked Ben Jonson to write The Tempest is not so far afield as it may seem. See Chapter 200 below.
	“I am that I am,” or “I am what I am” appears a number of times in the plays and is discussed in Chapter 2 above, page 43, et seq. in Othello, Iago tells Rodrigo: “I am not what I am.” Act I, Scene 1.
	The reference to blindness in this chapter will appear in Lear when Gloucester is blinded.
	As to Finley’s use of Cervantes and Don Quixote to urge Oxford to finish and publish Hamlet, see The Prologue, page 11 above.
	As to Oxford’s comment that the fear of adultery is “ever-present,” see Honour Killing in Shakespeare by Loraine Fletcher.
	Poison plays a prominent role in the plays, no more so than in Hamlet. Hamlet intercepts the players and asks them if they can put on The Murder of Gonzago. Gonzago was murdered by having poison poured into his ear. The ghost in Hamlet – Hamlet’s fath...
	Is this how Oxford’s father died? Earl John went from being healthy to being dead in a very short time. This claim (in The Death of Shakespeare) caused the queen to ban Oxford’s earlier version of Hamlet, along with Oxford’s jibes at Burghley. But did...
	Anderson points out that Baldassare Castiglione lay buried in a church outside Mantua. Castiglione wrote Il Courter, which Oxford had translated into Latin and for which he wrote a learned introduction. See Chapter 2. At the time Oxford visited Mantua...
	And it was thought the Earl of Leicester poisoned a number of people, including himself when his wife, the Countess of Essex and Leicester, Lettice Knollys, suspecting that Leicester had found out about her affair with Sir Christopher Blount and switc...
	“Neither a borrower nor a lender be,” is from Hamlet, Act I, Scene 3. Polonius’ long speech to his son, Laertes, is based on an almost identical list of precepts found in Burghley’s papers that were intended for his son, Thomas, before Thomas went to ...
	“For in the fatness of these pursy times / Virtue itself of vice must pardon beg,” will appear in Hamlet, Act III, Scene 4.
	The Tempest has fascinated and frustrated scholars. It was given first place in The First Folio.238F  This has led some to conclude it was the first play written; others think it is Shakespeare’s swan song. Bloom says: “Mysteriously, it seems an inaug...
	The Tempest, therefore, is different from the other plays. It suffers from many literary shortcomings, as Finley points out in this chapter, and seems to be a masque, something Oxford was not known for. How did this come about? Is it an earlier juveni...
	In trying to imagine how Oxford wrote the plays, The Tempest was difficult to fit in. Since Jonson might have had a hand in it, Oxford assigns the job of writing it to Jonson in The Death of Shakespeare. This guess is as good as any, given the lack of...
	The Tempest mentions the “still-vexed Bermoothes.” The reference is probably the most misrepresented line in all of Shakespeare. First, the action in the play takes place on an island where Prospero has been shipwrecked on a voyage from somewhere near...
	As to Oxford’s thinking the ship going by Greenwich Palace is the Edward Bonaventure, see Chapter 3, page 43, et seq.
	The Fisher King is a figure in Arthurian legend, the last in a long line of British kings tasked with guarding the Holy Grail. The Fisher King is both the protector and physical embodiment of his lands, but a wound renders him infertile and his kingdo...
	Egerton Papers, ed. J.P.Collier, Camden Soc. 12 (1840), 350-357]
	There is no evidence that Oxford wrote Macbeth as a gift for James. It was one of the eighteen plays not published before the First Folio. Its earliest performance was apparently 1611 when Dr. Simon Forman sa2 it.
	Is the scene with the dagger based on the above drawing, which was at Cecil House when Oxford was there? How did Shakespeare see it?
	As to Lady Lennox and Oxford, see Shakespeare in Scotland: What did the author of Macbeth know and when did he know it? by Richard F. Whalen, available at: https://shakespeareoxfordfellowship.org/shakespeare-in-scotland/.
	Burbage played Macbeth and Lear. Compact Documentary, p. 201.
	Chapter 204
	“Westminster was surcharged with multitudes of all sorts of people in their streets, houses, windows, leads and gutters, that came out to see the obsequy, and when they beheld her statue lying upon the coffin, there was such a general sighing, groanin...
	The Mousetrap in Hamlet is called the Murder of Gonzago. Scholars think the story comes from the murder of Francesco Maria I della Rovere, the Duke of Urbino, in 1538. He was reportedly killed by poison that was dropped into his ear while asleep. Alth...
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